The Division of Equity and Inclusion invites you to a Paperclip Webinar

**Microaggression:**
Today’s Critical Work – Creating & Sustaining An Inclusive & Civil Campus Community

Today, more than ever, college campuses across the world are experiencing tremendous upheaval, a rise in student activism and institutions living in a world of uncertainty. Higher Education administrators must serve their diverse populations however, many feel ill equipped to recognize campus dynamics, solicit student experiences, and implement strategies to foster inclusive campus environments that address microaggression from the bottom up.

Those doing the work find themselves caught in a world where the idea of safe spaces are highly scrutinized, microaggressions and exclusionary behaviors, policies, and structures go unaddressed and ongoing debate of political correctness stifles progress and spreads confusion and frustration.

Join our expert presenter as she provides insight and best practices to assess and improve your campus climate. This webinar will give you practical steps and solutions and ensure you understand "what is right" and how to create an opportunity to move beyond civility towards a truly inclusive institution!

Join us
Tuesday, April 25th 2017
12:00 PM – 1:30 PM
CTLB 110

PLEASE REGISTER AT: [https://goo.gl/cm23Ay](https://goo.gl/cm23Ay)